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ABSTRACT
This study examines the evolution of an allochthonous salt system in the southern MarsUrsa basin. A seismic stratigraphic framework and biostratigraphic markers provided constraints
on basin development and sediment accumulation from late Miocene to middle Pliocene time.
External geometries of tectonostratigraphic packages are identified in the study area and are
combined with analyses of brittle deformation to track salt evacuation in the study area. External
geometries identified in the study include: wedge, layer and trough. Fifty-nine faults were
mapped in basin and suprasalt strata and five phases of brittle deformation were identified. Eight
evolutionary stages were identified for the time range of the study. The minibasin has previously
been classified as part of a counterregional salt system. This study indicates that the minibasin
has experienced phases of stepped counterregional development, quiescence and a phase of rohostyle development. However, the end-member salt system models do not accurately account for
all phases of salt evacuation around the minibasin. Results indicate that salt has evacuated in
multiple directions through time with a dominate phase of westward-directed salt evacuation.
The salt system around the Mars-Ursa basin should be modeled in three dimensions. The basin
is currently undergoing tectonic activity as the Champlain Salt undergoes reactive diapirism.
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INTRODUCTION
This study examines salt system evolution from late Miocene to early Pliocene time in
the southern Mars-Ursa Basin. It is an intraslope basin on the continental slope, northern Gulf of
Mexico. The Mars-Ursa Basin is approximately 140 miles south of New Orleans in 4000 feet of
water (Figure 1). The minibasin is primarily composed of turbidite deposits and is surrounded
by allochthonous salt bodies (Mahaffie, 1994, Martin, 2002). This study should also further an
understanding of how allochthonous salt and sediment have interacted over time in the
subsurface in the southern portion of the Mars-Ursa Basin, northern Gulf of Mexico. An
integration of structural and stratigraphic analyses is necessary to characterize the relationship
between halokinesis and sedimentation.
Salt can be mobilized when it is loaded by sediment. Salt bodies can form bathymetric
highs that influence sediment distribution. Rowan and Weimer (1998) described interactions
between salt and sediment as a positive feedback relationship. Sedimentary loading can displace
a passive salt body. The displaced salt creates new accommodation space, allowing for further
sediment accumulation. Sediment accumulation adjacent to a salt body records the history of
salt evacuation. An in depth analysis of these sediments can lead to predictions of when salt
moved and in what direction. Rowan and Weimer (1998) have proposed that salt evacuation is
influenced by the evolutionary stage of the salt system.
Tracking salt evacuation can lead to an understanding of how the salt system has evolved
over time. A tectonostratigraphic package can span multiple sequences and is classified based
on its external form (Rowan and Weimer, 1998). Stacking patterns of tectonostratigraphic
packages leave a record of salt evacuation. The vertical succession of stacking patterns can be
used one to classify minibasins and make inferences about salt evacuation (Rowan and Weimer,
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Figure 1. Study area location on the continental slope, northern Gulf of Mexico. Study area is highlighted with a red diamond; from
Bouroullec et al., 2004.

1998). In this study, it is necessary to invoke this method for determining salt evacuation
patterns due to limitations of the data set. Salt welds, if present, could not be identified on the
seismic data. The Mars-Ursa basin is very deep. Seismic records of 9 seconds did not see the
base of salt in most areas.
While there are many factors that influence basin morphology, the methods used in this
study attempt to analyze the role of deep salt movement. Brittle deformation is analyzed and
incorporated into the study. The relationship between salt and sediment is important in
understanding the structural evolution of the basin. In addition, this study will provide better
information on lithofacies distributions and, in turn, reservoirs. Understanding the processes that
have formed ‘the tabular salt-minibasin province’ can provide insight into the evolution of more
structurally developed provinces in the northern Gulf of Mexico (Diegel et al., 1995).
A goal of this study is to classify the Mars-Ursa minibasin based on the stacking pattern
of external geometries of teconostratigraphic packages. Does the minibasin fall into one of the
categories developed by Rowan and Weimer (1998)? Also, the relationship between brittle
deformation and the external geometries will be evaluated. Bouroullec et al. (2004) have
classified the minibasin and surrounding salt bodies as part of a counterregional salt system.
This study identifies additional evolutionary stages of the salt system using methods outlined in
Rowan and Weimer (1998).
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DATASET
Data used in this study consists of a 3-D seismic volume, wells with digital log curves
and biostratigraphic picks (Figure2). Seismic data are time-migrated and were collected and
processed by TGS. The seismic coverage is approximately 754 square miles. Seismic data
details are summarized in Table 1. There are 20 wells in the dataset (Table 2). Thirteen wells
were included in a cross section. Wells in the cross section have at least a Gamma Ray log and a
significant logged interval to make interpretations and correlations. Table 3 is a list of
biostratigraphic picks being used in the study. Well and biostratigraphic data were provided by
Shell Offshore, Inc.
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899-3
899-6ST2BP1
899-6ST2BP2
898-1ST1
898-2

941-1ST3

899-2
899-1
899-4

899-5ST1
899-5OH
899-7
899-6ST4
942-1ST2
899-5ST2
899-6ST3 899-6ST1
899-6ST1BP1
899-6ST2
899-6OH

3 Miles

Figure 2. Seismic survey and well data available for study; OCS blocks are outlined in
red. The seismic coverage used in this study is outlined in green; note seismic line and
trace orientation. Well locations and numbers are shown in black.
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Table 1. Seismic data
summary

Seismic Data
Area ~ 216 square miles, Mars-Ursa Basin

Lines
number of lines
line spacing
line orientation

1039
131.234 feet
NW/SE

Traces
number of traces
trace spacing
trace orientation

3753
41.0105 feet
NE/SW
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608174082401

608174106000

608174039200

608174039400

608174039500

608174039600

608174058000

608174058001

608174058002

608174087800

608174087801

608174087802

608174087803

608174087804

608174087805

608174087806

608174087807

608174091600

608174082003

608174082402

MC898-2

MC899-1

MC899-2

MC899-3

MC899-4

MC899-5OH

MC899-5ST1

MC899-5ST2

MC899-6OH

MC899-6ST1

MC899-6ST1BP1

MC899-6ST2

MC899-6ST2BP1

MC899-6ST2BP2

MC899-6ST3

MC899-6ST4

MC899-7

MC941-1ST3

MC942-1ST2

UWI

MC 898-1ST1

Well Name

Table 2. Study area wells

Shell Deepwater Dev

Total E&P

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Offshore

Shell Deepwater Dev

Operator

19385

22435

18693

20395

19939

20633

20859

18984

20402

18120

20363

17888

19783

19939.4

19460

5365

5500

7213

18060

20907

TD
(Feet)
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Gamma Ray, Deep and Shallow Resistivity, Sonic, Density

Gamma Ray, Caliper, Deep Resistivity, Sonic, Density Porosity, Neutron

Gamma Ray, Deep and Shallow Resistivity, Sonic

Gamma Ray, Deep Medium and Shallow Resistivity

Gamma Ray, Deep and Shallow Resistivity

None

Gamma Ray, Deep, Medium and Shallow Resistivity

Gamma Ray

Gamma Ray, Deep Resistivity

Gamma Ray, Deep, Medium and Shallow Resistivity

Gamma Ray, Deep, Medium and Shallow Resistivity, Sonic
Gamma Ray, Deep, Medium and Shallow Resistivity, Sonic, Density and Neutron
Porosity

Gamma Ray, Sonic, Density, Neutron Porosity

Induction, Sonic, Density, Neutron Porosity

Gamma Ray, Induction, Sonic, Density, Neutron Porosity

Gamma Ray, Deep Resistivity

Gamma Ray, Spontaneous Potential, Caliper, Deep, Medium and Shallow Resistivity,
Density, Neutron Porosity

Gamma Ray, Sontaneous Potential, Caliper, Deep, Medium, Shallow Resistivity,
Density, Sonic, Neutron, Neutron porosity

None

Deep, Medium, Shallow Resisitivity, Density

Available Log Data

Table 3. Study area biostratigraphy
Well Name
MC8981ST1

MC8996OH

MC8995OH

MC8995ST1

MC899-4

Age
(Ma)

Biostratigraphic Name

NP1

Pontosphaera 1

0.07

Probably; at/in

6000

NPM5

Discoaster bergenii

6.22

at/in UB

12990

NPM6

Discoaster bergenii var. A

6.99

at/in UB

13050

NPM7

Discoaster loeblichii

7.5

at/in B

13710

NPM8

Discoaster berggrenii var. C

7.63

at/in B

13740

NMAA

Minylitha convalis

7.84

at/in B

14280

NMB

Discoaster prepentaradiatus

8.92

at/in

14800

NPM4.3

Discoaster challengeri

5.92

at/in

11980

NPM5

Discoaster bergenii

6.22

at/in

13120

NPM8

Discoaster berggrenii var. C

7.63

at/in

15160

NMP

Helicosphaera ampliaperta

15.59

In

19610

NMG

Coccolithus miopelagicus

10.89

in/below

19690

NMAA

Minylitha convalis

7.84

Probably in

19880

NPM7

Discoaster loeblichii

7.5

at/in

13300

PM7

Shell foram, age 7.5 Ma

7.5

at/below

13330

NMAA

Minylitha convalis

7.84

at/in

14470

PM8

foram age = 7.63

7.63

at/below

15310

NMB

Discoaster prepentaradiatus

8.92

at/in

17830

PM7

Shell foram, 7.5 Ma

7.5

15210

PM8

Foram

7.63

at/below
Probably
at/below

NMB

Discoaster prepentaradiatus

8.92

at/in

18900

NMCC

Discoaster hamatus
change in Globorotalia menardii
…

9.49

Probably at/in

19650

5.16

at/below

10680

NPM4.3
NPM5
(2)
NMAA
(2)
NMB
(2)

Discoaster challengeri

5.92

at/below

11760

Discoaster bergenii

6.22

Definite

13800

Minylitha convalis

7.84

Definite

16590

Discoaster prepentaradiatus

8.92

at/in

18880

M2.8

foram assemblage

8.97

prob @/in

19530

PM4

8

Qualifer

Depth
(Feet)

Pick

15300

GEOLOGIC SETTING
The Mars-Ursa minibasin is an intraslope basin on the continental slope, northern Gulf of
Mexico. It is approximately 140 miles south of New Orleans in 4000 feet of water (Figure 1).
The minibasin is primarily composed of turbidite deposits and is surrounded by allochthonous
salt bodies. It is a component of a larger structural province, termed the tabular salt- minibasin
province (Diegel et al., 1995). This province covers much of the continental slope. It is
characterized by minibasins (intraslope basins) surrounded by salt bodies on the mid- to lower
slope. Shallow, allochthonous salt commonly has a tabular (elongated with a flat top and/or base
of salt) geometry in this province. The study area is believed to be a component of a Neogene
counter-regional salt system that ranges from south-central Mississippi Canyon Protraction area
(MC) into a central portion of Atwater Valley Protraction area (Bouroullec et al., 2004).
Minibasin formation is initiated when a salt diapir collapses. Diapir collapse can be the
result of gravity spreading once the deep source of salt is depleted or either local or regional
extension, in which case the source of salt may still be present (Rowan, personal communication,
2006). Sedimentation from the north-northwest during the Miocene loaded the salt and led to the
formation of the minibasin (Bouroullec et al.., 2004). “The evacuated salt moves up and laterally
to form sheets, tongues and other secondary salt bodies (Rowan, 1995, p. 200)”. Salt body
collapse occurs once its deep source is depleted and it is loaded by sediment. The system moves
downslope via gravity gliding and gravity spreading (Hudec et al., 1993, Rowan, 1994).
Salt Body Distribution
The Mars-Ursa minibasin is surrounded by allochthonous salt bodies (Figure 3) and has
been described by Bouroullec et al. (2004) as a window in the Sigsbee Salt Nappe. The Venus
Salt, to the northwest, is a mushroom-shaped salt stock.
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N

Anteras Salt
Venus Salt

3 Miles

Champlain Salt

Figure 3. Structural time contour map of top of salt. The minibasin is surrounded by the
Venus Salt, the Champlain Salt and the Anteras Salt. Reds are shallow and blues are
deep. Color bar scale is in milliseconds.
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The minibasin is bordered by the Champlain Salt to the south which is a much larger, deeplyrooted salt body. Bouroullec et al. (2004) have proposed that this salt body is connected to a
deep salt source because it is very thick (9.66 kilometers) in some places. There is a third salt
body to the north within the area of seismic coverage that is part of the Anteras Salt body.
Mahaffie (1994), as a result of seismic mapping, has suggested that the Anteras Salt is a salt
stock canopy. Figure 4 shows the profile location of Figure 5 and subsequent seismic profiles.
Figures 5 and 6 are regional seismic profiles that illustrate the minibasin/salt geometries. Along
the northwestern edge of the study area, the base of the Anteras salt is observed on seismic data
(Figure 7a).
In this area, the Anteras salt has a tongue-like geometry (Figure 8). Base of Champlain
Salt is visible in MC blocks 943, 986 and 987 (Figure 7b). Here, the Champlain Salt has a
tabular geometry (Figure 9). Using a velocity of 4.7 kilometers/second, the average thickness of
Neogene allochthonous salt is 5.6 kilometers. Base of salt topography (when visible) can be
useful in identifying what type of salt system is present. Two evolutionary models, described
later, have similar top of salt topographies while base of salt topographies differ (McBride et al.,
1998). Unfortunately, base of salt is not visible throughout most of the study area.
This study is constrained by Martin’s (2002) stratigraphic framework and well data. The
oldest seismic sequence boundary (10.75 Ma) occurs around 6 seconds in the seismic data.
There are some deep reflectors from 8 to 9 seconds that appear to be stratal boundaries (Figure
10). The reflectors have a turtle geometry which is evidence for salt evacuation beneath that
layer. Turtle structures are the result of an initial phase of salt evacuation beneath a minibasin,
followed by salt evacuation around the minibasin. Minibasin flanks collapse and the resulting
geometry is

11
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Figure 4. Structural time contour of top of salt with locations of Figures 5 – 10. The Color bar is
the same as Figure 3.
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NW
SE

13

Figure 5. Regional time profile showing salt-minibasin relationships. Salt is pink and stratigraphic surfaces used in the study are
highlighted. Base of salt may be deeper than the interpretation presented here. Note deeper reflectors below 8500 msec.
The profile is approximately 12 miles across. Location of profile is on Figure 4.

Time
(ms)

SW
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14

Figure 6. Regional time profile showing salt-minibasin relationships. Salt is pink and stratigraphic surfaces used in the study are
highlighted. Base of salt may be deeper than interpretation presented here. Note deep reflectors below 8500 msec.
The profile is approximately 26 miles across. Location of profile is on Figure 4.

Time
(ms)

Time (ms)

N

A.

3 Miles

Time (ms)

N

3 Miles

B.
Figure 7a. Base of Anteras Salt and b. Base of Champlain Salt, CI = 50 ms, hatched line
indicates edge of top of salt. Blue is deep, red is shallow.
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NW

Time
SE (ms)

NW

Time
SE (ms)

Top of salt
Anteras Salt

Base of salt

Figure 8. Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic profile across the Anteras Salt. Note tabular
geometry of salt. Profile is approximately 18 miles across.
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SW

SW

NE

Time
(ms)

NE

Time
(ms)

Top of salt

Champlain Salt

Base of salt

Figure 9. Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic profile across the Champlain Salt. Note tabular
geometry of salt. Profile is approximately 21 miles across. See Figure 4 for location.
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10.75 Ma SB

SE

Time
(ms)
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Figure 10.Seismic profile showing geometry of deeper strata beneath the 10.75 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is approximately 18
miles across.

NW

that of an inverted minibasin. No salt welds or basement structures were identified in/under the
minibasin. Because this minibasin is so deep the salt evacuation history is unclear. The deeper
strata may have influenced Louann-level (authochthonous) salt evacuation in the past.
Significant structure may be present beneath shallow salt bodies in the study area. No such
structures have been identified in this study due to the poor subsalt seismic data quality.
Sedimentology and Stratigraphy
Sedimentation within the study area has varied over time as the primary sediment source,
the Mississippi River, has migrated. Most Neogene-aged sediments in the minibasin are
turbidites and are classified as lowstand deposits (Martin et al., 2004). Local tectonic activity
and glacio-eustacy have played important roles in the slope. Sedimentation has been influenced
by salt movement and the evolutionary stage of surrounding salt systems. Below is a summary
of the depositional setting of the Mars-Ursa minibasin since Miocene time, including brief
descriptions of seven depositional sequences that have been mapped across a portion of the
Mississippi Canyon (MC) protraction area, including the Mars-Ursa Basin (Martin, 2002). Table
4 summarizes this information.
During early Miocene time, the MC was an area of slow sediment accumulation
(Galloway et al., 2000). The study area was in an unconfined slope setting (Risch et al., 1994).
It was probably dominated by mass and/or current deposition and sediment rain (Raymond,
2002). Galloway et al. (2000) has classified the depositional system as basin floor apron, where
sediments were “fed uniformly” from a linear source (Galloway, 1998).
The southern MC saw an increase in sedimentation rate by middle Miocene which was
accompanied by salt mobilization and minibasin formation (Risch et al., 1994). Galloway et al.
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N/A
4.1 - 3.6
5.4 - 4.1
6.2 - 5.4
7.45 - 6.2
8.2 - 7.45
9.0 - 8.2
10.75 - 9.0
N/A
N/A

late Pliocene

middle Pliocene

early Pliocene

late Miocene

late Miocene

late Miocene

late Miocene

late Miocene

middle Miocene

early Miocene

* source: Martin, 2002
+ source: Galloway, 2000

N/A

Sequence Age (Ma)*

Pleistocene

Geologic Epoch

N/A

N/A
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Overbank
channel-overbank systems; north dominated
by channel-overbank, south by overbank

channel-overbank systems

destructional facies, mass wasting,
channel-overbank systems; increased sand
input
channel-overbank systems; increased sand
input

thickest sand deposits

Complex

N/A

Dominant Facies, Mars-Ursa basin*

Table 4. Summary of stratigraphic information for Mars-Ursa minibasin

Basin floor apron

Sandy fan

Slope apron
Sandy fan, apron
and delta-fed apron
Sandy fan, apron
and delta-fed apron
Sandy fan, apron
and delta-fed apron
Sandy fan, apron
and delta-fed apron
Sandy fan, apron
and delta-fed apron

Slope apron

Slope apron

Sandy Fan

Depositional
System+

(2000) have proposed a widespread sandy fan that encompasses the study area and spans across
MC, Atwater Valley and Lund OCS blocks. This fan is characterized by “partially channelized
turbidite lobe deposits of a muddy turbidite system” (Galloway et al., 2000, p18). Risch et al.
(1994) has reported the occurrence of blocky sands in drillings of the south-central MC block.
By late Miocene time, the study area was at the intersection of 3 depositional systems: a
sandy fan (the McAVLU Fan), an apron (the Central Gulf Apron) and the southern limits of a
progradational delta-fed apron (Galloway et al., 2000). All five sequences mapped through this
time interval by Martin (2002) are dominated by channel-overbank systems. Martin (2002)
interpreted overbank deposits in the southern half of the minibasin between the 10.75 Ma and 9
Ma sequence boundaries and channel-overbank deposits in the northern portion of the minibasin.
Due to the presence of widespread overbank deposits, Martin (2002) believes that major
sediment transfer zones were east of the minibasin. Overbank sedimentation dominated through
the 9 – 8.2 Ma sequences, where the Mars-Ursa Minibasin was an area of low sedimentation
rates. The 8.2 – 7.45 Ma sequences contain primarily interbedded overbank deposits layered
with channel fill sands (channel-overbank systems).
Risch et al. (1994) identified late Miocene basin floor fans (BFF) and slope fan sheets in
the southern MC. Mahaffie (1994) has described reservoirs in Miocene-Pliocene aged sediments
in the northern portion of the Mars-Ursa Basin. Turbidite reservoirs were identified in: “thinbedded channel levee and overbank deposits, channel-fill complexes and sheet sands consisting
of both amalgamated and layered varieties (Mahaffie, 1994, p. 237). Channel levee complexes
and sheet sands have a number of depositional system associations. The sheet sands are most
likely a component of the apron system while channel-levee complexes could be in the sandy fan
or apron system (Galloway, 1998). These turbidite reservoir deposits are also associated with
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lowstand system tracts. Martin (2002) observed lowstand deposits (channel fills and overbank
deposits) in sequences dating from 7.45 to 6.2 Ma. The Mars-Ursa minibasin received a large
amount of sand for the region during this time (a marked shift of sand deposition in the area from
north to south)(Martin, 2002). The 6.2 – 5.4 Ma sequences are the sandiest of the region in the
Mars-Ursa basin (Martin, 2002). These late Miocene sequences are dominated by slope fans
which are made up of channel-overbank systems.
The study area experienced “rapid deposition and salt withdrawal” during the early
Pliocene (Risch et al., 1994). This was followed by a period of sediment starvation. Sand input
decreased in the MC as the Mississippi River delta migrated west. Deposition of the McAVLU
Fan stopped. The southern MC was encompassed by a regional, retrogradational slope apron
system (Galloway et al., 2000). Destructional facies can be expected in this type of setting, such
as mass wasting deposits. Facies can be complicated and disorganized (Galloway, 1998). Late
Pliocene deposits record a glacial influence and corresponding complex depositional systems.
The retrogradational slope apron expanded during this time (Galloway et al., 2000). Martin
(2002) observed thickening to the north in the minibasin during the 5.4 – 4.1 Ma sequences. The
minibasin was sandier than many of the surrounding intraslope basins during this time interval
(Martin, 2002). The southwestern edge of the basin does have some mass wasting deposits. Salt
withdrawal was directed north during 5.4 – 4.1 Ma. There is also evidence of sediment
transportation fairways through the western half of the basin (Martin, 2002). For the 4.1 – 3.6
sequence, the Mars-Ursa minibasin collected the thickest sand deposits in the region.
Southern MC was dominated by a sandy fan depositional system during the Pleistocene.
Canyons developed during this time northwest of the study area which supplied sediment into the
MC area (Galloway et al., 2000).
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Salt-Sediment Interaction
Evidence of salt movement has been recorded in the sediments of the Mars-Ursa
minibasin. Bouroullec et al. (2004) identified a Paleogene-aged deep allochthonous salt level
across MC that encompasses the Mars-Ursa minibasin. A Paleogene-aged turtle structure has
been identified by Bouroullec et al. (2004) in the deep Mars-Ursa basin as evidence for the
presence of the allochthonous salt. Much of the salt from that early allochthonous level has been
mobilized in the past 15 Ma as the area received siliclastics from the Mississippi delta system
(Galloway, 1998 and Bouroullec et al., 2004).
The presence of depocenters within minibasins and the external geometries of
tectonostratigraphic packages are evidence of salt migration. A tectonostratigraphic package is:
“a sequence or group of sequences that have the same external form (Mitchum et al., 1977,
Rowan and Weimer, 1998, p. 1066). Tectonostratigraphic packages can have the following
geometries: layer, wedge, trough or bowl. Figure 11 illustrates these geometries. A layer has a
continuous thickness in all directions. A wedge has a constant thickness in one direction and
increasing thickness in another. A trough has an axis of maximum thickness. A bowl has a point
of maximum thickness. The presence of particular external geometries and their progression
through time are evidence for salt migration patterns. A layer external geometry implies a period
of tectonic quiescence and no major salt evacuation events. A wedge external geometry implies
that salt evacuation was focused in one direction, away from the thick end of the wedge. A bowl
implies multidirectional salt evacuation away from the point of maximum thickness. A trough
external geometry implies that salt evacuation was greatest away from the axis of the trough.
Martin (2002) observed thickening of 10.75 – 9 Ma strata in the southern half of the
minibasin. This is believed to be related to counter-regional collapse (Martin, 2002). Tectonic
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Figure 11. Illustration of external geometries of tectonostratigraphic packages observed in
northern Gulf of Mexico, modified from Rowan and Weimer, 1998.
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activity was focused north of the minibasin during the 9.0 - 8.2 Ma sequences. The 8.2 – 7.45
sequences lacked depositional thicknesses in the minibasin and surrounding intraslope basins and
is believed to be a time of tectonic quiescence. Evidence for southward-directed, counterregional collapse was observed by Martin for the 7.45-6.2 Ma time range. His interpretation is
that salt deformation was most active to the west of the minibasin during this time interval
(Martin, 2002). The minibasin has a “gentle wedge” shaped 6.2- 5.4 Ma sequence, reflecting an
increase in salt evacuation. The 6.2- 5.4 Ma sequence(s) recorded syndepositional, lateral salt
migration (Martin, 2002). During this time, salt tectonic activity was higher west and northeast
of the Mars-Ursa minibasin (Martin, 2002). Martin, (2002) reported “external wedge forms” in
the minibasin during the 4.1 – 3.6 sequence.
Salt Tectonics and Brittle Deformation
Faulting in the minibasin is intimately related with salt diapirism (Worrall and Snelson,
1989). All faults in the study area are extensional. Suprasalt fault families are closely related to
activity of underlying salt bodies. Figure 12 shows the location of Figure 13 and subsequent
seismic profiles which illustrate faults in the Mars-Ursa basin. Reactive diapirism has been
observed in the study area (Figure 13). Rowan (1995) describes reactive diapirs as: “elongate in
the east-west direction, overlain by an extensional graben, flanked by normal faults and located
along the updip edge of a salt sheet (p. 202)”. By physical and analytical models, Jackson and
Vendeville (1994) found that such diapirism occurs in response to either extension or differential
loading with focused sedimentation. Graben structures above top of salt like that in Figure 13
have been observed above the Anteras Salt and the Champlain Salt. Faults above these salt
bodies are probably crestal faults. Crestal faults are often found above salt bodies or folds and
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Figure 12. Structure time contour map showing profile locations of Figures 13, 14, 19, 20 and
24. Color bar scale is the same as Figure 3.
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Figure 13. Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic profile showing an example of reactive
diapirism in the study area. Profile is approximately 9 miles across. See Figure 12
for profile location.
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are related to local extension (McBride et al., 1998). Rowan et al., (1999) say that crestal fault
families in a minibasin setting may be the result of “multidirectional” salt evacuation.
Active diapirism is also present in the study area. This type of diapirism is characterized
by: a salt top elevated above regional datum and keystone faults in suprasalt sediments (Rowan,
1995, Rowan et al., 1999). Figure 14 shows a profile across the eastern edge of the Venus Salt,
exhibiting the above characteristics of active diapirism. Keystone faults form as strata is domed
up above an active salt diapir (Rowan et al., 1999). These faults are planar, down to the
southeast and probably formed as strata was domed up above the active diapir. Both keystone
and crestal faults are classified by Rowan et al. (1999), as symmetric. The primary difference
between the two is that one terminates in a fold and the other in salt.
Older fault families that are deeper in the minibasin do not have readily apparent
relationships with salt diapirs. Any salt that was in place when these faults were forming has
since been evacuated. Fault character leaves evidence of the type of salt movement that occurred
during particular phases of brittle deformation.
Salt System Geometry
Various models have been proposed to explain how allochthonous salt responds to
loading (Rowan, 1995, Schuster, 1995). Two models have been used extensively to interpret the
development of salt systems in the Gulf of Mexico: the salt stock canopy model and the counterregional model. The salt stock canopy model accounts for “elliptical lows in deep salt welds”
observed on the northern Gulf of Mexico slope (Rowan, 1995). Figure 15 illustrates the salt
stock canopy model. Each stage in figure 15 represents a time in basin formation. At time (a), a
bulb-shaped allochthonous salt body is near the sea floor. At time (b) the salt body has spread
vertically and laterally as sediment has been deposited. At time (c) the deep source of the salt
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Figure 14. Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic profile showing an example of active diapirism
in the study area. Profile is approximately 9 miles across. See Figure 12 for profile
location.
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Figure 15. The salt stock canopy model. Stages a through f are described in the text, from
Rowan, 1995. Salt is black. Pairs of dots indicate salt welds.
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has been depleted and a weld has formed. Without a source, the salt body began to collapse and
overlying sediment began to vertically subside. At time (d), salt has evacuated and incoming
sediments have continued to fill in the accommodation space. Rowan et al.. (1994) has observed
that a “feedback mechanism” exists for this stage. The salt/basin relationship is maintained as
long as there is a source of salt. The salt deforms as it is loaded by sediment. Accommodation
space is continuously created and the newly distributed salt acts as a topographic high that
“focuses sedimentation”. At time (e) a weld has formed beneath the basin. The basin is bounded
by a ramp fault and a salt tongue. Time (f) represents a typical present-day minibasin. The salt
stock canopy model explains the formation of the minibasin.
The counter-regional model (Schuster, 1995) starts with loading of an allochthonous salt
sheet (Figure 16, Rowan 1995). A large northward-dipping feeder develops basinward of the salt
along which evacuation occurs. As salt evacuates, hanging wall strata subside onto the feeder
surface, forming basinward-leaning monoclinal rollovers. Once the salt is welded out, hanging
wall strata are in contact (unconformably) with sediment that was originally beneath the
allochthonous salt wall. Two variations of the model are shown in Figure 16. Part (e) illustrates
a stepped counterregional salt system. The salt weld has stepped up through progressively
younger strata, evacuating basinward into a tabular salt body. The weld surface has a ramp-flat
geometry. Part (f) illustrates a roho-style counterregional system. Basinward-dipping listric
faults have accommodated significant extension in suprasalt strata. The faults sole into the weld
surface.
There may be a number of variables that determine why one type of salt system might
develop over another. The difference between a salt stock canopy system and a counterregional
system is due to initial salt geometry, either diapir or sheet, respectively. A salt stock canopy
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Figure 16. The counterregional model. Stages a through e are described in the text, from
Rowan, 1995. Salt is black. Pairs of dots indicate salt welds.
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system could experience landward-rotation and ramp fault formation along the northern
boundary of the minibasin (Figure 17, Rowan & Weimer, 1998). In contrast, the minibasin
could rotate basinward, collapsing in a counterregional style. Rotation can influence the
geometry of sedimentary packages in the basin (Figure 17). Rowan and Weimer (1998)
suggested the following possible reasons for why one geometry might form: distribution of
sediment into the basin could influence one type of collapse over another; distribution of
adjacent salt bodies early on in the development of the salt system can influence collapse later
on; and, later salt distribution, especially north of a minibasin can influence the late stage of the
salt system. A salt body on the northern border of a minibasin could prevent ramp fault
formation.
Stepped counterregional and roho counterregional systems have similar initial geometries
(Schuster, 1995). For counterregional systems, the most likely reason for the development of a
stepped-style system or a roho-style system might be the amount of gravitational head (Diegel et
al. in Schuster, 1995). A short salt body would not have as much gravitational head as a longer
salt body. For a salt body that is long in the dip direction, it would be easier for sediment above
the salt to translate basinward, along the salt-sediment interface, creating a roho-style system.
Other factors that may favor one style over another are: “original thickness of allochthonous salt
body, nature of initial salt deformation, volume/rate of sediment influx, and location/geometry of
sedimentation (Schuster, 1995, p. 194).”
The salt stock canopy system and the counterregional system are endmember models
found on the outer shelf and slope of northern Gulf of Mexico (Rowan, 1995). It is possible that
the salt system in the study area agrees with one of these endmembers or is a combination of
them.
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Figure 17. Example of salt stock evacuation followed by either (c) landward roation or (d)
basinward rotation. Note the resultant stacking geometries, BWlL and BWbL. Salt is
black. Pairs of dots indicate salt welds. From Rowan, 1995.
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METHODS
This study utilizes methods described by Rowan and Weimer (1998). Vertical stacking
patterns of tectonostratigraphic packages are analyzed to understand the salt system evolution.
In order to conduct this type of analysis, it is necessary to establish a structural and stratigraphic
framework. Tectonostratigraphic packages are identified based on external geometries of
sequences. Stacking patterns are identified and, as a result, the minibasin type can be determined
(Rowan and Weimer, 1998). Conclusions can be drawn about the types of salt system(s) present
around and under the minibasin. The relationship between deep-salt movement and
sedimentation can be evaluated by incorporating depositional facies analysis (Rowan and
Weimer, 1998).
A sequence stratigraphic framework was established throughout the basin, incorporating
seismic and well data. The stratigraphy for this minibasin and others in Mississippi Canyon was
defined/established by Martin (2002). Eight sequence boundaries were identified east of the
study area and correlated throughout the basin. Martin’s (2004) sequence boundaries were
identified in the seismic data and correlated throughout the basin. Sequence boundaries were
initially picked on a north-south and intersecting east-west seismic profile (Figure 12). Each
sequence boundary was mapped on ten line intervals. The surfaces were verified by comparing
time structure maps in this study with those of Martin (2002). Two seismic facies interpretations
were made above the youngest sequence boundary (3.6 Ma) and one shallow reflector surface, to
aid in the interpretation of the shallowest brittle deformation features.
Twenty wells are available for analysis, sixteen of which have gamma ray curves. An
approximately east-west cross section has been incorporated into the study (Figure 18).
Stratigraphic and facies interpretations were made on these logs based on gamma ray log
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responses (Mitchum et al., 1993). Well log interpretations were made using Landmark’s
Stratworks software package. Sequence boundaries and systems tracts were interpreted.
Depositional elements were classified on gamma ray logs at Well MC 899-4 as: amalgamated
channel sands, overbank deposits, channel-overbank systems or condensed sections (Mitchum et
al., 1993, Mahaffie, 1994). Slide and/or slump deposits are likely present in the basin but were
not identified on the cross section.
Synthetic seismic traces were generated for one well using Landmark’s Syntool software
package. A sonic log, density log, nearby seismic profiles and a time depth table provided by
Shell Offshore, Inc. were used to generate the synthetic. Acoustic impedance is calculated using
density and velocity measurements:
I = ρv

(1)

where I = Acoustic Impedence, ρ= density, and v = velocity
A reflection coefficient can be calculated from acoustic impedances above and below an
interface:
Ro = I2 – I1 / I2 + I1

(2)

= ρ2v2 – ρ1v1 / ρ2v2 + ρ1v1

Ro values are computed along the depth range of the well logs to generate a reflection coefficient
series. This is then convolved with a seismic wavelet to generate a synthetic seismic trace. An
extracted wavelet was used as model wavelets resulted in poor correlations between the synthetic
and nearby seismic traces. The synthetic enables a tie between the seismic data set and the log
curves so that seismic reflectors can be correlated to sequence boundaries.
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Biostratigraphy picks, provided by Shell Offshore, Inc., were available for nine wells.
These included nanoplankton and foraminifera assemblages. These picks were evaluated and
those with questionable qualifiers or without qualifiers were not used. Qualifier codes included:
at/in, possible and probably. Picks classified with “at/in” and “probably” qualifiers were used to
provide age constraints for the well log interpretations.
A structural framework was established by mapping the top of allochthonous salt and
base of salt (where visible) throughout the study area. Faults were mapped throughout the
minibasin and suprasalt strata. Top of salt was identified as a continuous, high-amplitude
reflector at the salt-sediment interface, above which one can observe stratigraphic packages and
below which there are no internal reflections. It is common for a salt body to be reflection-free
(Mitchum and Vail, 1977).
Faults were identified and correlated in the study area. This was done on ten-line (and
trace) intervals initially, and picked on tighter intervals when necessary. Fault plane maps were
generated to evaluate fault picks. Time slices were incorporated into the analysis and were
useful for identifying fault trends. Heaves were calculated where they cut interpreted horizons
(sequence boundaries and seismic facies boundaries). Fault analysis included cataloging heaves,
strike and dip orientations, and timing of brittle deformation.
Isochrons were generated for each mapped seismic sequence. These maps were used to
identify external geometries of sequences. External geometry classifications include: layer,
wedge and trough. Seismic profiles, flattened on a particular horizon were also useful.
Tectonostratigraphic packages were identified as spanning one or more sequences that possessed
the same external geometry. Once these packages were identified, the basin was classified based
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on the vertical (stacked) pattern of the tectonostratigraphic packages (Rowan and Weimer, 1998)
and the distribution and timing of faults.
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RESULTS
Eight sequence boundaries were correlated and mapped throughout the minibasin,
ranging from late Miocene to Pliocene time, using a seismic stratigraphic framework established
by Martin (2002). Initial picks were made on a east-west and north-south line and correlated on
every fifth seismic line. Figures 19 and 20 are the north-south and east-west profiles with eight
sequence boundaries. A time structure map was generated for each sequence boundary surface.
Figure 21 is a time structure map on the 10.75 Ma sequence boundary. Seven additional time
structure maps are in the Appendix (A.1-A.7). These were compared with similar maps
presented in Martin (2002). There was little variation between this study and Martin (2002).
Where there was a time difference between the two studies it was generally between 100 and 200
ms. This study was able to consistently interpret closer to the Champlain Salt than Martin
(2002), probably because of the higher data quality and/or a denser seismic grid.
In addition to the eight sequence boundaries, two seismic facies and one shallow
subsurface reflector were mapped across the minibasin. The seismic facies are identified by top
and base reflectors and a distinctive internal character. These reflectors were used to carry out
fault analysis in strata above the 3.6 Ma sequence boundary (SB). The deeper of the two facies
has no internal reflectivity. The shallower of the two facies has chaotic internal reflectivity
(Figure 22). Facies are denoted as follows: “Z” surface pick is base of no-reflectivity facies and
“Yy” is the top. “Yy” is the base of the chaotic facies and “Y” is the top. “X” is the near-surface
reflector.
Stratigraphic interpretations were made on Gamma Ray log responses on the Line of
Section (Figure 18). Lowstand deposits dominate the minibasin (Appendix B). Transgressive
and Highstand system tracts are volumetrically insignificant. A synthetic was made at well MC
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Figure 19. North-south seismic profile across the minibasin, illustrating eight seismic sequence
boundaries used in the study, two seismic facies and one near-surface shallow
reflector. Profile is approximately 12 miles across. See Figure 12 for profile
location.
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Figure 20. East-west seismic profile across the minibasin, illustrating eight seismic sequence
boundaries used in the study, two seismic facies and one near-surface shallow
reflector. Note that this profile is orthogonal to Figure 19. See Figure 12 for profile
location. Dotted lines are fault traces
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Figure 21. 10.75 Ma Time structure map, CI = 100 ms. Note the hatched black line is an outline
of current edge of salt. Faults are black.
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Figure 22. Uninterpreted and interpreted seismic profile showing interpretations above the 3.6
Ma sequence boundary.
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899-4 (Figure 23). The synthetic established a tie between well and seismic data (Figure 24).
Table 5 illustrates the relationship between well log and seismic interpretations. There is close
agreement between sequence boundaries identified on well and seismic data. The
biostratigraphic picks for well MC 899-4 support the seismic boundary ages with the exception
of the deepest paleontology marker (M2.8, Table 5). The age disagreement may be due to: a
poor synthetic correlation at depth, an incorrect biostratigraphic or seismic stratigraphic
interpretation, or an unusual salt/sediment relationship. Depositional elements were identified at
well MC 899-4 for each sequence. Figures 25a. through c. are portions of the seismic sequence
from 9.0 – 10.75 Ma. Available wells are not deep enough to encounter sediments beneath the
10.75 Ma seismic sequence boundary.
Fifty-nine faults were mapped throughout minibasin and suprasalt strata. Figure 26 is a
fault map. Faults in Figure 26 have been projected to a horizontal surface, where each tick is a
fault interpretation on a seismic profile and trends of ticks make up a fault plane. Tables 6-10
report fault information. All faults identified in the study area are extensional. Related faults
that have similar characteristics have been grouped into fault families (Figure 26b). Faults are
named by which MC block they occupy and families are named based on their geographic
distribution in the Mars-Ursa basin. The deepest fault family (Central fault family) is in the
north-central part of the minibasin and displaces the oldest mapped sequence boundary (Figure
27, Figure 28). Some of these faults can be observed on the 10.75 Ma SB time structure map
(Figure 21).
The Central fault family makes up an extensional zone that spans 15 square miles across
the basin. The zone strikes northwest/southeast. The largest of these faults are on Figure 28.
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Figure 23. Synthetic at Well MC 899-4.
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Figure 24. Interpreted seismic profile with synthetic overlay at Well MC 899-4. Profile is
approximately 20 miles across.
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Table 5. Well log interpretations for Well MC899-4 and seismic sequence boundary positions
System Tract

Sequenc Boundary

Seismic Sequence Boundary Range

Biostratigrahic Picks

LST 5 base
SF 5 top
SF 7 top
LST 9 base
3.6 Ma SB

SF 9 top
LST 10 base

4.1 Ma SB

SF 10 top
LST 10.5 base
SF 10.5 top

PM

LST 11 base
5.4 Ma SB

SF 11 top

NP

6.2 Ma SB

LST 12 base

NP

SF 13 top
LST 13 base
7.45 Ma SB

SF 16 top
LST 16 base

8.2 Ma SB

SF 17 top

NM

LST 17 base
9.0 Ma SB

SF 18 top
LST 18 base
SF 19 top

NM

LST 19 base
SF 20 top
10.75 Ma SB

LST 20 base
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Figure 25a. Depositional elements and system tract interpretations at Well MC 899-4 for the
10.75 – 9.0 Ma interval., 100 foot depth interval labeled, 18,400 – 19,600 feet.
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Figure 25 b. Depositional elements and system tract interpretations at Well MC 899-4 for the
10.75 – 9.0 Ma interval, 100 foot depth interval labeled, 18,100 – 19,100 feet.
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Figure 25c. Depositional elements and system tract interpretations at Well MC 899-4 for the
10.75 – 9.0 Ma interval, 100 foot depth interval labeled, 16,900 – 18,200 feet.
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Figure 26. a. Fault map across study area. Note that fault intepretations are projected to a
horizontal surface and that each line corresponds to a fault interpretation in the
seismic data. b. Fault map across study area with fault families.
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Table 6. Fault analysis of Central family
Fault
Name
854-2

color

Extension
down to
SW

Trend character(strike)

min time
(ms)

curvy, strikes NW/SE

5016

max time
(ms)
6030

character (along
dip)
planar

Sequence B.
Range
deeper 10.75about 7.45

854-12

down to
NE

854-13

down to
NE

854-15

down to
SW

854-21

down to
SW

linear, strikes NW/SE

5400

5800

planar, constant

deeper 10.75below 9.0

linear, strikes NW/SE

5400

5756

planar, constant

deeper 10.75about 8.2

linear, strikes NW/SE

5582

5804

planar, constant

deeper 10.75before 9.0

854-1

down to
SW
down to
SW

854-3

down to
SW

854-19

linear, strikes NW/SE

5540

5800

planar, constant

deeper 10.75before 9.0

linear, strikes NW/SE

5700

5900

planar, constant

deeper 1075before 9.0

curvy along strike

5110

5830

fairly constant

deeper 10.75about 8.2

variable at depth,

5120

5750

fairly constant

strikes NW/SE
854-5
854-4

down to
SW
down to
NE

about 8.2

variable along strike

5220

5900

slightly variable

5180

6000

deeper 10.75above 8.2
planar, constant

along strike
854-8

down to
NE

deeper 10.75-

deeper 10.75above 9.0

slightly variable

5260

6090

planar, constant

along strike

deeper 10.75below 9.0

854-9

down to
SW

854-14

down to
NE

854-20

down to
NE

variable along strike,

854-18

down to
NE

slight bend, strikes
NW/SE

down to
NE
down to
NE

slight curve, strk
NW/SE

5270

slight bend at graben,

5210

linear, strikes NW/SE

5360

5820

planar, constant

deeper 10.75about 9.0

fairly linear,

5410

5950

planar, constant

strikes NW/SE

below 9.0
5570

5870

constant, planar

strikes NW/SE

854-16
854-7b

down to
SW

constant

deeper 10.75below 9.0

5840

slightly listric

deeper 10.75below 8.2

5810

see decrease in dip

deeper 10.75-

at base of graben

about 8.2

slight bend at graben,

5150

fairly constant

deeper 10.75-

5940

strikes NW/SE
854-6

down to
SW

above 8.2

bend in fault plane,

5270

5870

fairly constant

strikes NW/SE
854-17

down to
NE

deeper 10.75below 9.0

strikes NW/SE
854-7

deeper 10.75-

deeper 10.75above 8.2

fairly linear,

5640

strikes NW/SE

5880

constant

deeper 10.75below 9.0
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Table cont.
Fault Name
854-2

854-12

854-13

color

10.75

heave
source

44

Trace 3235

106

Trace 3423

42

Trace 3393

60

Trace 3423

32

Trace 3393

22

Trace 3423

30

Trace 3393

52

Trace 3353

48

Trace 3325

854-21

40

Trace 3293

854-19

58

Trace 3203

854-1

50

Trace 3235

854-15

854-3

9
can't
pick

heave
source

8.2

heave
source

Trace 3235

30

Trace 3235

42

Trace 3423

42

Trace 3393

can't
pick
can't
pick
can't
pick

8

Trace 3235

78

Trace 3383

82

Trace 3383

854-5

122

Trace 3303

854-4

48

Trace 3123

42

Trace3123

54

Trace 3153

32

Trace 3153

34

Trace 3183

34

Trace 3123

24

Trace 3183

28

Trace 3173

12

Trace 3153

18

Trace 3223

34

Trace 3073

30

Trace 3043

854-18

32

Trace 3013

854-16

28

Trace 3043

20

Trace 3063

854-7b

16

Trace 2993

22

Trace 2993

no
displac

Trace 3013

24

Trace 3013

854-8
854-9
854-14

854-20

854-7

854-6

854-17

32
no
displac

Trace 3063

32

Trace 3063

40

Trace 3013

30

Trace 2973

42

Trace 2953

Trace 3013

can't
pick

Trace 3303

no
displac

Trace 3223

no
displac

Trace 3043

can't
pick
can't
pick
can't
pick
can't
pick
no
displac

fault
ends

Trace 3235
10

Trace 3183

16

Trace 3333

no
displac

Trace 3013

Trace 3063

14

Trace 3063

Trace 3013

14

Trace 3013

Trace 3063

24

Trace 3063

Trace 3013

22

Trace 3013

Trace 2953

54

7.45

40

heave
source

Trace 3423

down to SE

down to SE

85411c

85411d

down to SE

down to NW

down to SE

85411b

85411e
85410

curvy,
NE/SW

down to SE

85411a

linear,
NE/SW
linear,
N/S

linear,
NE/SW

linear,
NE/SW

curvy,
NE/SW

color

Fault Name

5180

5060

5100

5000

4800

4910

Extension

6230

5532

5800

5740

5724

5656

Trend
character
(strike)

Table 7. Fault analysis of the Northern family

deeper 10.75above 8.2

planar,
constant
dip
slightly
listric
slightly
listric

deeper 10.75above 8.2

planar,
constant
dip

55

above 10.75below 7.45
deeper 10.75above 9.0

deeper 10.757.45

deeper 10.75above 7.45

max time (ms)

min time
(ms)
planar,
constant
dip,
northern
1/2 listric
planar,
constant
dip

14

50

20

44

52

76

66

56

12

44

60

character (along
dip)

Line
1867
Line
1897
Line
1827

Line
2175
Line
2185

Line
2165
Line
2205

Line
2165
Line
2205

Line
2165
Line
2205

Sequen
ce B.
Range

18

cant' pick

32

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

10.75

Line
1867
Line
1897
Line
1827

heave
source

not faulted

not faulted

32

16

not faulted

20

8

28

28

52

8.2

9

Line 1897

Line 1867

Line 2115

Line 2185

Line 2175

Line 2205

Line 2165

Line 2205

Line 2165

Line2165

heave
source

heave
source

abp1

abp2

Fault
Name

abp1

abp2

Fault
Name

color

color

no displac
no displac

Line 2215
Line 2195

no displac

86

4

Line 2195

66

78

90

Line 2175

Line 2215

58

8.2

22

Line 2175

66

152

148

Line 2135

Line 2135

88

no
displac
no
displac
no
displac
no
displac

Line 2105

heave source

strikes N-NE/S-SW

fairly linear,

strikes N-NE/S-SW

fairly linear,

Trend
character(strike)

156

9

Down to SE by
S

Extension
Down to NW by
W

Table 8. Fault analysis of the Eastern family

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

Line 2105

7.45

56

no displac

no displac

8

22

12

128

66

146

172

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

Line 2105

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

heave source

constant, planar

constant, planar

character (along
dip)

can't pick

5300

6100

max time
(ms)

heave source

3200

3220

min time
(ms)

18

10

24

28

24

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can't pick

can’t pick

6.2

10.75

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

Line 2105

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

32

22

36

26

20

134

104

148

160

not cut

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

Line 2105

Line 2195

Line 2215

Line 2175

Line 2135

heave source

Line 2195

22

5.4

Line 2175
Line 2215

26

Line 2135

Line 2105

heave source

no displac

42

124

heave source

above 9.0- above
3.6

deeper 10.75-

Sequence B.
Range

Table
continued
Fault
Name

color

4.1

heave
source

3.6

heave
source

abp2

abp1

can't pick

Line 2135

80

Line 2145

can't pick

Line 2175

can't pick

Line 2175

can't pick

Line 2215

can't pick

Line 2215

can't pick

Line 2195

no displac

Line 2195

24

Line 2115

7

Line 2115

16

Line 2135

32

Line 2135

18

Line 2175

no displac

Line 2175

32

Line 2215

30

Line 2195

no displac

Line 2195

57

Table 9. Fault analysis of the Southern family
Fault Name

Extension

Trend character(strike)

min time (ms)

max time (ms)

character (along dip)

Sequence B. Range

Y

943-4

color

Down to SE

linear, strks NE/SW

1790

3040

planar, constant

deeper Y- active

no d

943-1

Down to SE

linear, strks NE/SW

2330

3220

slightly listric

deeper Y- below X

943-3

Down to NW

linear, strks NE/SW

2440

3620

slightly listric

943-2

Down to NW

linear, strks NE/SW

2550

3170

slightly listric

deeper Y- below X

942-2

Down to NW

slightly curvy,

2500

3400

slightly listric

deeper Y- active

4

strikes NE/SW

1
942-5

Down to SE

variable,

1800

3500

planar, constant

deeper Y- active

strike is NE/SW to north,
strikes E/W to south

2

4

5
942-3

Down to SE

variable, curvy,

1800

3900

listric

deeper 6- active

4

dominate strike NE/SW

4

1

1

1

1

1
942-4

Down to SE

942-6

Down to NW

NE/SW; slight curve

1900

3400

planar, constant

deeper Y- above X

2500

3500

slightly listric

deeper Y- below X

min time (ms)

max time (ms)

character (along dip)

Sequence B. Range

Table continued
Fault Name

color

Extension

Trend character(strike)

942-10

Down to SE

NE/SW; linear

3100

3600

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- below X

942-8

Down to NW

NE/SW; slight curve

2500

3500

slightly listric

deeper Y- below X

942-7

Down to NW

NE/SW; slight curve

2700

3500

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- below X

942-9

Down to NW

NE/SW; linear

1800

3500

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- active

Y

no d

no d

no d
942-11

Down to SE

NE/SW strk; linear

1890

3480

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- active

942-14

Down to N-NW

E-NE/ W-SW

2500

3200

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- below X

942-13

Down to N-NW

E-NE/ W-SW

1800

2800

planar, decrease

deeper Y- active

942-12

Down to N

strikes about E-W

1800

58

2900

3

no d

can

decrease on west

no d

side with depth

can

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- active

can

no d

can
941-1

Down to NW

NE/SW strk,

1800

2800

slightly curvy

planar, slightly listric

deeper Y- active

on west side

can

can

941-2

Down to SW

strikes NE/SW, planar

1800

2800

planar, constant dip

deeper Y- active

941-3

Down to W

N/S strk, slight curve

1800

3000

listric

deeper Y- active

no d

no d

can

can
941-6

Down to N-NW

strk about E-W; linear

2300

59

3000

constant, planar dip

deeper Y- below X

can

Down to NW

Down to SE

Down to SE

853-4

853-1

853-3

853-8

853-2

853-5

853-9

Down to NE

Down to ESE
Down to ESE

strikes NE/SW; linear

Down to SSE

strikes NE/SW

variable at depth,

strikes N-NE/ S-SW

strikes NE/SW

strks NE/SW, planar

slightly curvy

strikes NE/SW,

strikes NE/SW; linear

strikes NE/SW; linear

853-6

853-7

Down to SSE

Trend
character(strike)
strikes NE/SW; linear

color

Extension
Down to SSE

Fault
Name

Table 10. Fault analysis of the Western family

3000

2600

2100

2220

2300

2200

min time
(ms)

3450

3600

3600

3120

3700

3500

max time
(ms)

60

constant,
antithetic to other
faults

constant dip

constant dip

constant

planar, constant

planar, constant

planar, constant

planar, constant

planar, constant

character (along dip)

below 3.6 Ma

above 5 Ma-

deeper 3.6 - above
Z

above Y surface

deeper 3.6-

Sequence B.
Range
deeper 3.6- below
X

6

15

4.1

Line 1769

Line 1789

heave
source

Line 1827

40
No
displac

Line 1789

Line 1839

Line 1849

Line 1827

Line 1849
38
16
No
displac

Line 1789

38
can't pick

Line 1769

8

Line 1827
Line 1789

14

28

Line 1827

Line 1827

56

6

Line 1769

heave
source

14

3.6

Table continued
Fault Name
853-7

853-6
853-4

Color

heave
source

Z

Yy

heave
source

Y

heave source

can't pick

Line 1819

28

Line 1819

8

Line 1819

24

Line 1789

12

Line 1789

16

Line 1789

18

Line 1769

Line 1769

no displac

Line 1769

30

Line 1849

12
no
displac

Line 1849

no displac

Line 1849

24

Line 1827

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

26

Line 1819

can't pick
no
displac

Line 1819

can't pick

Line 1819

20

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

20

Line 1819

16

Line 1819

can't pick

Line 1819

can't pick

Line 1789
can't pick

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1819
Line 1789

14

Line 1827

853-1

can't pick
no
displac

Line 1789

853-3

38

Line 1819

14

Line 1819

Line 1769

20

Line 1789

can't pick

Line 1879

6

104

Line 1849

86

Line 1849

84

Line 1849

70

Line 1827

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

853-8

22

Line 1819

can't pick
no
displac

Line 1819

no displac

Line 1819

Line 1827

can't pick

Line 1827

Line 1849

Line 1849

30

Line 1849

853-5

52

Line 1839

can't pick
no
displac
no
displac

Line 1827

853-9

16
no
displac

853-2

61

Line 1839

N

29
ure
Fig

30
ure
Fig

Fig
ure
34

Fig
ure
33

32
ure
Fig

28
ure
Fig

3 Miles

Figure 27. Profile location map for Figures 28, 29, 30, 32, 33 and 34. Top of salt map. Color
bar is same as Figure 3.
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Time
(ms) SW

NE

7.45 Ma
8.2 Ma
Salt

9.0 Ma
854-2

10.75 Ma

854-1
854-8
854-14
854-19
854-10

Salt

Figure 28. Seismic profile across the Central fault family. Profile is approximately 27 miles
across. See Figure 27 for profile location.
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Fault 854-2 is the dominant fault in the Central fault family. Faults are either down to the
northeast or southwest and nearly all of them have fairly constant dips. Faults in the southern
half of the extensional zone are down to the northeast while faults in the northern half are down
to the southwest. Faults range from deeper than 10.75 Ma SB to above the 8.2 Ma SB. Growth
strata have been observed along a number of these faults, especially on the western side of the
fault zone which indicates syndepositional fault activity. Heaves could not be interpreted on the
9.0 Ma SB surface on most traces due to poor data quality in the 9.0 Ma time range. Heaves are
consistently greater on the 10.75 Ma SB surface compared to the other mapped surfaces in the
study area. Many of the faults end below or near the 8.2 Ma SB. Faults were active from 10.75
to 8.2 Ma and may have initiated before the 10.75 Ma SB.
The Northern fault family strikes perpendicular to the Central fault family. Faults 854-11a-d are
down to the southeast (Figure 26b, Figure 29). Fault 854-11e is antithetic to 854-11a. The faults
have a gradual step-like appearance. The faults are planar in the dip direction with the exception
of 854-11e, which is slightly listric. Heave measurements made on seismic profiles are reported
on Table 7. Heaves could not be interpreted across the 9.0 Ma SB due to poor data quality.
Heaves are greater on the 10.75 SB than on the 8.2 Ma SB. These are growth faults, active from
at/before 10.75 Ma to at/before 7.45 Ma.
There is an additional fault that appears related to the Northern fault family. Fault 854-10
is in MC 897 (Figure 30). The fault displaces strata deeper than the 10.75 Ma SB and stops
before the 8.2 Ma SB. A fault bend fold on the 8.2 Ma SB has been observed. This fault is
syndepositional, parallel to the Northern fault family and perpendicular to the large fault zone
that was active just to the east of this fault at the same time.
The Eastern fault family is comprised of faults 899-1 and 899-2 (Table 8). These faults
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Time
SE (ms)

NW

899-1

899-2

854-11b
854-11a
854-11c 854-11d

Figure 29. Seismic profile across the Northern fault family, on the northwest end of the profile
and the Eastern fault family, on the southeast end of the profile. See Figure 27 for
profile location.
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Time
(ms)

SE

NW

Salt

8.2 Ma

854-10

9.0 Ma

10.75 Ma

Figure 30. Seismic profile across fault 854-10, which is probably related to the Northern fault
family. See Figure 27 for profile location.
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form a large graben across MC block 899 (Figure 26b). Note the large graben on the
southeastern end of the profile on Figure 29. These faults strike northeast/southwest and have
planar dips. Heave measurements made on faults 899-1 and 899-2 indicate that displacement is
consistently greatest on the 5.4 Ma SB. In addition, growth strata are present above the 4.1 Ma
SB. These faults probably initiated around 8.2 Ma and were active throughout the sequences
bracketed by the 8.2 Ma and 3.6 Ma SB’s.
The Western and Southern fault families are suprasalt and occur in younger strata (primarily 3.6
Ma and younger). Figure 31 shows suprasalt faults in the southern part of the study area. All of
the faults strike northeast/southwest. Figure 32 shows the northern-most faults in the Southern
fault family. Many of the faults are curvy along strike. This variation along strike is probably
related to underlying salt geometry. Faults are either down to the northeast or southwest. Some
of these faults have planar, fairly constant dips and some are listric (Table 9). These faults
displace seismic facies above the 3.6 Ma SB. As a result, ages can only be bracketed as younger
than 3.6 Ma. However, many of the faults have seafloor expression and can be classified as
active. Faults can be bracketed qualitatively based on which facies are displaced. All of these
faults have greater displacement on the Y surface than the X surface meaning fault activity
probably initiated closer to the Y surface (Figure 32). Figure 33 is a profile across the Southern
fault family showing the two longest faults (blue and red) in this family.
A group of shallow faults above the Venus Salt in MC 852 and MC 853 make up the
Western fault family (Figure 26b, Figure 34, Table 10). Faults strike northeast/southwest. Most
of the faults are down to the southeast and all have constant, planar dips. The faults are
syndepositional. Heave measurements go back and forth but indicate that most of the
displacement has occurred on the 3.6 Ma SB or the overlying Z surface (base of the lower
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Figure 31. Fault map of the Southern fault family. These faults occupy suprasalt strata. Top of
salt is shown. Color bar is same as Figure 3.
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NW

SE

Time
(ms)

Seafloor
X

Y

Salt

Figure 32. Seismic profile across the two northernmost faults of the Southern fault family.
Profile is approximately 6 miles across. See Figure 27 for profile location.
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SE

NW

Time
(ms)

Seafloor
X

Y

Salt

Figure 33. Seismic profile across the Southern fault family, showing the two largest faults of this
family. Well MC 898-1ST1 is shown. Profile is approximately 6 miles across. See
Figure 27 for profile location.
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Time
SE (ms)

NW

Seafloor

Western fault family

Y
Yy

Salt

Salt

Figure 34. Seismic profile showing the Western fault family above the Venus Salt, on the
northwest end of the profile and the Southern fault family on the southeast end of the
profile, above the Champlain Salt. Profile is approximately 18 miles long. See
Figure 27 for profile location.
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facies). Brittle deformation stopped sometime after the Y surface was deposited (top of chaotic
facies).
Contoured isochron maps were made for each seismic sequence (Figure 35-40). The
isochrons, along with flattened seismic profiles were used to evaluate the external geometry of
each sequence. The two oldest sequences were found to have the same external geometries and
were stacked together to make one tectonostratigraphic package (Figure 35). The oldest isochron
exhibits a wedge geometry. A wedge-shaped tectonostratigraphic package is comprised of
“sequences that thicken in one direction but remain a constant thickness in the other direction”
(Rowan and Weimer, 1998, p1066). The flattened seismic profile on Figure 35 shows a wedge
geometry.
All remaining sequences had unique external geometries and are considered to be
separate tectonostratigraphic packages. The 8.2-7.45 isochron (Figure 36) exhibits a complex
external geometry. This isochron appears to be made up of two wedges that both thin towards
the center of the basin. The two wedges are oriented east-west, one thickening towards the west,
and one towards the east (Figure 36). The 7.45-6.2 Ma isochron (Figure 37) exhibits a layer
geometry. Rowan and Weimer (1998) describe this type of external package as being “a sheetlike sequence with constant thickness in all directions” (p 1066). The 6.2 to 5.4 Ma isochron
(Figure 38) exhibits a complex external geometry. Like the 8.2- 7.45 Ma isochron, major
thickness variations strike east-west. The east half of this isochron exhibits a layer geometry.
The west half is more heterogeneous with some localized thicknesses. It does not fit into a
simple geometric category. The 5.4 to 4.1 Ma isochron exhibits a wedge geometry (Figure 39).
The 4.1 to 3.6 Ma isochron exhibits a trough geometry (Figure 40). Rowan and Weimer (1998)
have defined a trough external package as “sequences that have an axis of maximum thickness”
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N

A

Time (ms)

A’

3 Miles

Time
(ms) A

A’

8.2 Ma

9.0 Ma

10.75 Ma

Figure 35. a. 10.75 – 8.2 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI
= 100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 10.75 – 8.2
Ma time interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 8.2 Ma sequence boundary.
Profile is approximately 12 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure35a.
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N

Time (ms)

A
A’

3 Miles

Time
(ms)

A’

A

7.45 Ma
8.2 Ma
9.0 Ma

10.75 Ma

Figure 36. a. 8.2 – 7.45 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI =
100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 8.2 – 7.45 Ma time
interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 7.45 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is
approximately 15 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure 36a.
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N

A

Time (ms)

A’
3 Miles

Time
(ms) A

A’

Salt

6.2 Ma
7.45 Ma
Salt

8.2 Ma
9.0 Ma
10.75 Ma

Figure 37. a. 7.45 – 6.2 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI =
100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 7.45 – 6.2 Ma time
interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 6.2 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is
approximately 9 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure 37a.
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Time (ms)

N

A

A’
3 Miles

Time
(ms) A

A’

Salt
5.4 Ma
6.2 Ma

Salt

Figure 38. a. 6.2 – 5.4 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI =
100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 6.2 – 5.4 Ma time
interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 5.4 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is
approximately 13 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure 38a.
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Time (ms)

N

A

A’
3 Miles

Time
(ms) A

A’

Salt

4.1 Ma

Salt
5.4 Ma

Figure 39. a. 5.4 – 4.1 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI =
100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 5.4 – 4.1 Ma time
interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 4.1 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is
approximately 10 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure 39a.
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Time (ms)

N

A’

A

3 Miles

Time
(ms) A

A’

Z
3.6 Ma

Salt

4.1 Ma

Figure 40. a. 4.1 – 3.6 Ma Isochron; Note the hatched line indicating edge of current salt, CI =
100 ms. Arrows indicate possible salt evacuation directions during the 4.1 – 3.6 Ma time
interval. b. Seismic profile, flattened on the 3.6 Ma sequence boundary. Profile is
approximately 11 miles across. Profile location is indicated on Figure 40a.
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(p. 1066). The vertical stacking pattern formed by the sequences can be evaluated to make
conclusions about major salt evacuation patterns in and around the study area over the past 10.75
Ma years. Table 11 summarizes the external geometries and faults in the minibasin.
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Table 11. External forms and brittle deformation
Sequence, Ma.
Range

External Geometry
West

6.2 – 5.45
7.45 – 6.2
8.2 – 7.4
9.0 – 8.2
10.75 - 9.0

Brittle Deformation
3.6 Ma or
younger,
Southern and
Western fault
families

Trough

4.1 – 3.6
5.45 – 4.1

External
Geometry East

5.4 Ma- increased
movement

Wedge landward
Irregular

Eastern fault
family

Layer
Layer

Wedge west

3.6 Ma MC899
graben

At/below 8.2 Ma

Wedge east

Wedge basinward
Wedge basinward
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Above 8.2 Ma
Central fault
family

At/below 8.2 Ma
Northern fault
family and fault
854-10

Below 10.75 Ma

At/below 10.75
Ma

DISCUSSION
There are five major phases of faulting recognized in the minibasin. Three phases of
faulting are the result of deep salt movement while the fourth and fifth phases of faulting are
related to suprasalt evolution. The oldest faults make up the Central fault family. These faults
were active from before 10.75 Ma to sometime after 8.2 Ma but before 7.45 Ma and cover a
large area of the minibasin. The basin experienced extension, directed south by southwest.
There does not appear to be a direct relationship between the formation of these faults and the
salt evacuation inferred from this study. The oldest isochron, from 10.75 to 8.2 Ma, has a wedge
geometry that thickens to the southeast. This external geometry is indicative of a stepped
counterregional salt system. Salt is displaced basinward. Basinward-thickening wedges are the
result of rollover monoclines illustrated in the counterregional model (Figure 16). One would
expect faults oriented northeast/southwest. Faults of the Central fault family are perpendicular to
this orientation. These faults do extend deeper than the 10.75 Ma boundary and may correspond
to an older local tectonic setting. The faults could be in response to an earlier stage of salt
evacuation focused towards the southwest, followed by evacuation towards the southeast and
wedge formation. These faults did experience syndepositional growth during 10.75 to 8.2 Ma.
A small, closed 800 ms contour is present on the oldest isochron (Figure 35) that is evidence for
a small amount of southwest-directed salt evacuation. Perhaps the oldest faults are related to
evacuation of the deep, Paleogene-aged allochthonous salt level identified by Bouroullec et al.
(2004).
The Northern fault family is related to the wedge external geometry that lasted from
10.75 to 8.2 Ma. These are: faults 854 11 a-e and fault 854-10. These second phase faults are
oriented northeast/southwest and are perpendicular to the older Central family faults. These
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faults likely formed in response to eastward-directed salt evacuation. This phase of salt
evacuation also led to the formation of the oldest wedge geometry observed in this study (10.758.0 Ma).
Well logs available in this study do not extend deeper than the 10.75 Ma sequence
boundary. Depositional elements were identified in the 10.75 – 9.0 Ma sequence (Figure 25a-c).
This interval actually encompasses three sequences, identified on the cross section (Appendix B).
There are a high proportion of channel sands, indicative of high-energy deposition during that
time period across MC block 899. The sequences have a lower proportion of channel deposits
on the western side of the cross section. The 9.0 – 8.2 Ma sequence has the most channelization
in well MC 899-4. Moving west, the interval becomes less sandy. Channels increase across the
middle of the cross section (Appendix B, well 5OH). The western end of the cross section is
dominated by overbank deposits in the lower half of this interval and a small amount of channel
sands in the top half. The sand to shale ratio is highest on the eastern end of the cross section for
both intervals indicating a higher-energy environment in the northeastern portion of MC 899
during 10.75-8.2 Ma.
The graben occupying MC block 899 is bounded by growth faults 899-1 (red) and 899-2
(brown) of the Eastern fault family. While most displacement occurs around the 5.4 Ma SB,
older strata are faulted. Fault 899-2 has an antithetic orientation to the Northern fault family and
terminates in slightly shallower strata. Fault 899-1 is antithetic to 899-2. Fault 899-2 could have
initiated after the Northern family faulting began as a result of sediments subsiding in the basin,
basin subsidence being the result of salt evacuation.
The 8.2 to 7.45 Ma isochron has a complex external geometry. The subtle wedges that
make up this isochron are not oriented landward or basinward. The two depositional thicknesses
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present on the western and eastern edges of the minibasin are most likely related to local salt
movement and possibly sedimentation pathways into the basin. The wedge on the eastern side of
the minibasin (Figure 36) is centered east of the oldest external wedge (Figure 35). This wedge
probably formed in response to the latest stage of eastward-directed salt evacuation. The western
wedge could have formed as the Venus Salt moved in response to local sediment loading. There
is a thin extension of minibasin sediments between the Venus Salt and the Anteras Salt, moving
northwest out of the basin. If the Anteras did form a northern boundary between the 8.2 and 7.45
Ma sequence boundaries, similar to that of today, then sediments could have been focused
around the eastern side of the Venus Salt and into the area of the western-oriented wedge. The
Eastern fault family probably initiated in response to westward-directed salt evacuation that led
to the westward-oriented wedge from 8.2 to 7.45. Palinspastic reconstructions of the area
surrounding the Venus and Anteras Salts may lead to a better understanding of salt geometry at
that time. Log-based facies analysis from wells in the western part of the study area for this
interval could provide support for a theory for a sediment transport fairway. Seismic facies
analysis may be another viable option.
At well MC 899-4, channel sands occurrence increases with depth. There is a decrease in
channel sands moving west on the cross section and deposits becomes interbedded. Sediment
transport was probably focused on the eastern side of the cross section during this time interval.
Perhaps formation of the east-oriented wedge was influenced by channel distribution. The west
and east-oriented wedges do not correspond to a particular evolutionary stage in the end-member
salt system models presented by Rowan (1995) and Schuster (1995). The Mars-Ursa basin is
surrounded by different salt body geometries on all sides and it may be that the end-member
models do not account for this type of variability.
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By 7.45 Ma, the Central fault family (first phase) was no longer active. Fault 899-1 was
active as was fault 899-2. This could be an indication of continued subsidence and/or westwarddirected salt evacuation. Otherwise, fault activity was minimal. The 7.45 – 6.2 Ma isochron
exhibits a layer external geometry. This implies a time of quiescence as far a deep salt
movement around/under the minibasin. Accommodation space was fairly homogeneous across
the basin. Faults of the Eastern fault family were the only ones active during this time. There
are two small depositional thicknesses on the western and eastern edges of the minibasin that
mimic the bigger features of the 8.2 – 7.45 Ma isochron. A western depocenter is present from
8.2 – 6.2 Ma. The depocenter moves and shrinks over time. Comparing Figure 36a and Figure
37a, the younger depocenter on the western edge of the basin is northeast of the older
depocenter. Figure 38a shows that the youngest depocenter has moved farther east. It is unclear
if this is related to deep salt evacuation trends, sediment dispersal patterns or both. The western
side of the cross section has the highest occurrence of channel sands for this interval. This is a
shift from earlier trends observed on the cross section, where channels were most numerous on
the eastern side.
The 6.2 – 5.4 Ma isochron (Figure 38) has a layer geometry on the eastern side of the
minibasin, implying that deep salt movement was not very active during this time period. It is
possible that the 5.4 Ma surface, or strata within the seismic sequence, experienced erosion as
there is a channel-like thinning trend observed on the western side. Well log interpretations
indicate channel deposits in the lower part of this sequence on the western end of the cross
section (appendix B). Channel deposits migrate east and up-section. This could be the result of
an eastward shift in channel migration pathways during this sequence.
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The Eastern fault family was particularly active from 5.4 to 4.1 Ma. These faults are
oriented perpendicular to the Central fault family. The different fault family orientations could
be the result of a change in stress field but are more likely related to a change in major salt
evacuation trends. Based on fault orientation, this phase of brittle deformation may be related to
a particularly active time of Venus Salt movement. The 5.4 to 4.1 Ma isochron (Figure 39)
exhibits a landward-thickening wedge external geometry. This is indicative of roho-style
counterregional evacuation. The landward-thickening wedge is the result of the syndepositional
hanging wall thickening on the listric faults (Figure 16). The cross section interpretation
indicates that channelization increased during the latter half of this sequence.
The youngest isochron in this study is from 4.1 – 3.6 Ma (Figure 40). It seems unusual
for a trough external geometry to be observed this late in the basin evolution. Other studies that
have mapped external geometries in the northern Gulf of Mexico have reported trough
geometries early on the development of the basin (Rowan and Weimer, 1998, Lapinski et al.,
2004, van den Berg et al., 2004). The thickest accumulation is on the eastern side of the
minibasin and salt migration was probably highest in this region of the study area. This is a good
indication that Paleogene-aged allochthonous salt was still present under the minibasin from 4.1
to 3.6 Ma.
While not the focus of his study, Martin (2002) mentions some external geometry
observations in his study area, which encompassed the Mars-Ursa minibasin for some of the
mapped seismic sequences. There is agreement between the two studies for 10.75 to 9 Ma as he
reported thickening in the southern half of the minibasin. This study reports east and westoriented wedges for the 8.2 to 7.45 Ma interval. These wedges were not reported in Martin’s
(2002) study and were probably not identified on the seismic data available for that study as both
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wedges are close to salt bodies and therefore difficult to interpret. Martin (2002) reports salt
evacuation on the western half of the minibasin from 7.45 to 6.2 Ma. This study reports a layer
external geometry for the same time period with little tectonic activity. There is a small isochron
contour at 500 ms on the western side of the minibasin during this time period (Figure 37). This
feature was not considered large enough to warrant “wedge” classification. Martin (2002)
reports a gentle wedge geometry and increase in salt movement from 6.2 to 5.4 Ma. The
irregular geometry on the west side of the minibasin, and the greater displacement on the MC
899 faults support the assertion of increased salt movement. Martin (2002) reports wedge forms
from 4.1 to 3.6 Ma which is in disagreement with the trough classification of this study.
Differences in external geometries for this sequence may be the result of a poor correlation of the
3.6 Ma sequence boundary. Martin (2002) did not publish a 3.6 Ma time structure map and a
comparison of the surface could only be made on seismic profiles.
The geologic summary (Table 12) reports on eight evolutionary stages identified in this
study. Figure 41 illustrates these stages of salt system evolution, from “pre-10.75 Ma” to “post3.6 Ma”. The pre-10.75 Ma stage is characterized by southwest-directed salt evacuation (Figure
41). This is supported by the large Central fault family (Figure 21) and a small time-thickness
closure on the oldest isochron (Figure 35a). The magnitude or time span of this phase can not be
bracketed with currently available data. The second stage (10.75 – 8.2 Ma) records salt
evacuation focused towards the southeast and can be classified as stepped counterregional
collapse. The basinward-thickening isochron (Figure 35a) and the presence of the Northern fault
family (Figure 21) support this interpretation. The third evolutionary stage (8.2 – 7.45 Ma)
shows salt evacuation shifting from basinward to more eastwardly directed (Figure 36, Figure
41).
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Table 12. Geologic interpretation from pre-10.75 Ma to post-3.6 Ma
Sequence, Ma. Range Geologic Interpretation
Post 3.6 Ma

Suprasalt evolution, Champlain Salt experiencing
multidirectional evacuation

4.1 - 3.6

Salt evacuation on the northeast side of basin; late in this sequence,
Venus Salt is active diapir

5.45 - 4.1

Roho- style salt evacuation;
MC 899 graben- formation continues as basin subsides

6.2 - 5.45

Little salt evacuation on east side of basin;
Complex setting on west side, salt evacuation to the west

7.45 - 6.2

Minor salt evacuation to the west

8.2 - 7.4

Late phase of basinward salt evacuation, possible
evacuation on west side of minibasin

10.75 - 8.2 Ma

Stepped counterregional style salt system, with
basinward-directed salt evacuation accompanied by growth faulting

pre 10.75 Ma

Possible evacuation of Paleogene alloch. salt to the southwest
accomp. by growth faulting in the minibasin

In addition, a new phase of salt evacuation began on the west side of the basin as evinced by an
isochron time-thickness on Figure 35a. It is possible that salt was evacuating both west and
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south away from the western rim of the minibasin. The fourth evolutionary stage (7.45 – 6.2
Ma) has fairly homogeneous conditions across the minibasin with the exception of the western
rim, where localized time-thicknesses indicate continued westward-directed salt evacuation
(Figure 37a). The Eastern fault family, which probably activated between 8.2 and 7.45 Ma, was
active during this time period as well and its presence supports salt evacuation towards the west.
The fifth evolutionary stage (6.2 – 5.4 Ma) marks an increase in westward-directed salt
evacuation and displacement on faults of the Eastern fault family (Figure 38a, Table 8). Timethicknesses and heaves are more pronounced than those of the previous stage. Roho-style
evacuation is reported for the sixth evolutionary stage (5.4 – 4.1 Ma). Figure 39a illustrates a
landward-thickening wedge. The seventh evolutionary stage reports a dominate salt evacuation
direction towards the northeast (Figure 40a). By the end of this stage the eastern fault family and
the westward-directed salt evacuation had ended. These evolutionary stages are probably a result
of evacuation of a fairly continuous, Paleogene-aged allochthonous salt level (Bouroullec et al.,
2004). The trends in evacuation directions were probably influenced by sedimentation pathways
into the basin.
There is a continual occurrence of localized thicknesses on the isochrons ranging from
7.45 to 4.1 Ma along the edges of the Venus Salt (Figures 37-39). According to the salt stock
canopy model and the dominate sediment source, most evacuation of the Venus Salt should have
occurred north of the salt body (out of the study area). The localized thicknesses could be the
effect of persistent sediment fairways along the western rim of the basin. Also, the Venus Salt
could have had a more tabular geometry from 7.45 to 4.1 Ma than it does today. More studies
around the Venus Salt would have to be conducted to determine how it developed over this time
period. This study supports the idea that the Venus Salt was fed (wholly or partially) from salt
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that evacuated on the western side of the Mars-Ursa basin. The youngest isochron (Figure 40)
does not show localized thicknesses around the Venus Salt, marking a change in controlling
factors. It is possible that all Paleogene-aged allochthonous salt was evacuated on the west side
of the basin and the youngest external geometry was a result of subsequent eastward-directed salt
evacuation. The sediment was probably coming into the basin from the west during this time but
the only salt left to evacuate would have been on the far east side of the basin.
Figure 16 illustrates a combination of the stepped and roho-style counterregional salt
system models. While there are two periods of time where the Mars-Ursa minibasin may fit the
counterregional model, overall, the salt system models presented in this study (Figure 15 and 16)
don’t account for the salt system evolution around the minibasin from 10.75 to 3.6 Ma. Based on
the external geometry and orientation of faults, salt evacuation was focused on the western rim of
the minibasin for a significant period of time. There is a thin neck-like extension of the
minibasin out of the study area that runs between the Venus Salt and the Anteras Salt. This
provides a fairly confined pathway for sediment into the southern portion of the minibasin. It is
possible that this sedimentation pathway, or one similar to it, existed in the past and strongly
influenced the phases of westward-directed salt evacuation identified in the study.
These are two variations of the counterregional salt system model (Figure 16). The shift
from one style to another may be the result of changing salt body geometry. It has been
suggested that the difference between the two salt systems may be the length of the evacuating
salt body and the amount of gravitational head. The observed transition from stepped
counterregional to quiescence to roho-style stages may be due to a change in the length of the
evacuating salt body (Figure 41, 10.75 – 4.1 Ma stages). A shift in sedimentation rates or
patterns into the minibasin may also influence the type of salt system (Schuster, 1995).
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Rowan and Weimer (1998) reported four different minibasin types based on external
stacking patterns. This Mars-Ursa basin does not fall into one of those classes. A high number
of external forms were identified in this study. The minibasin external geometry has been
influenced by three different salt bodies. These salt bodies are influenced by sedimentation in
other adjacent minibasins. The sequence of external forms is probably unique to this particular
minibasin. This minibasin cannot be classified as part of a counterregional salt system over the
whole time range of this study. The counterregional salt system model does not account for the
continuous westward-directed salt evacuation or evacuation to the northeast observed during the
younest time interval of this study (4.1 to 3.6 Ma).
The youngest phase of brittle deformation has recorded suprasalt basin evolution and
marks the eighth evolutionary stage (Figure 41). Seismic facies were useful for determining
brittle deformation. These facies were deposited within a sequence. According to Mitchum et
al. (1977), the chaotic facies are: “strata deposited in a variable, relatively high energy setting or
as initially continuous strata which have been deformed…” (p. 128). The reflection-free facies
could be “seismically homogeneous” shale or sand, “nonstratified or highly contorted” (p. 129).
Faults in the Southern fault family are probably related to sinking of the salt under the
sediment as it is progressively loaded (reactive diapirism) and are classified as crestal faults. The
faults of the Western fault family are probably a result of active diapirism and are classified as
keystone faults. The keystone faults above the Venus salt are not bracketed with ages but the
time period since the last SB was a period of active diapirism. Considering that the Venus Salt
was active, the deep salt source for this diapir had to have been providing salt during this time.
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Pre-10.75 Stage

8.2- 7.45 Ma Stage

10.75 - 8.2 Ma Stage

7.45- 6.2 Ma Stage

6.2- 5.4 Ma Stage

5.4- 4.1 Ma Stage

4.1- 3.6 Ma Stage

Post 3.6 Ma Stage

Figure 41. Illustration of eight evolutionary stages identified in the study. Edge of three salt
bodies are shown. Beige indicates depositional thicknesses. Red arrows indicate dominate salt
evacuation direction. Normal faults active during each stage are shown.
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An increase in sedimentation may have initiated diapir movement. It is possible that active
diapirism was the result of sedimentation north of the Venus Salt. There are active fault systems
and sedimentation into the basin. If a younger sequence boundary could be correlated into the
area it may be possible to extend the tectonostratigraphic analysis.
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CONCLUSIONS
Analysis of the external geometries of tectonostratigraphic packages led to the
classification of eight evolutionary stages for the allochthonous salt system in the Mars-Ursa
basin from late Miocene to mid Pliocene time. The salt system can not be wholly classified as
counterregional. While stepped and roho-style counterregional stages were identified, they do
not dominate the salt system. The Venus, Anteras and Champlain Salt appear to have strongly
influenced basin morphology and the salt system proves to be a truly three-dimensional system.
The end-member salt system models represent salt systems as two-dimensional. The two models
(Figure 15 and Figure 16) account for salt evacuation from north to south. The study area
repeatedly exhibits salt evacuation in a variety of directions and the proposed salt system models
may not be appropriate for the mid- to lower slope setting. Interpretations made in this study
may be strengthened or disproved by further studies. Important factors that need to be studied
include sediment pathways into the basin and sedimentation rates, as they are believed to be
primary influences on salt evacuation.
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FUTURE WORK
Many of the growth faults identified in the minibasin initiated before 10.75 Ma and are
evidence for salt evacuation outside of the time range of this study. Correlation of older
sequence boundaries into the minibasin would enable a broader study. Future studies can further
bracket salt movement if base of salt can be resolved on seismic data. A pre-stack depth
migrated seismic coverage may enable identification of base of salt and a more detailed
structural analysis. Salt evacuation can have basin-scale influences because it is a big local
influence on accommodation space. To further investigate the possibility of deep salt movement
on facies development in the basin a regional cross section that includes well data northwest of
the present cross section would be useful. As an alternative (or in addition), seismic facies
analysis could be carried out basinwide to investigate connections between major salt migration
patterns and facies development. This study can be applicable to future projects in and around
the Mars-Ursa basin. The stratigraphic and structural framework may be useful for palinspastic
reconstructions and petroleum migration studies.
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APPENDIX A
TIME STRUCTURE MAPS
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A.2. 8.2 Ma SB Time structure map, CI = 100 ms
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A.4. 6.2 Ma SB Time structure map, CI = 100 ms
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A.5. 5.4 Ma SB Time structure map, CI = 100 ms
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A.6. 4.1 Ma SB Time structure map, CI = 100 ms
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APPENDIX C
WELL LOG INTERVALS
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Amalgamated
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C.1. Lower portion of 8.2 – 9.0 Ma seismic sequence interval on well MC 899-4, 100-foot depth
increments labeled, 16,400 – 17,600 feet.
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C.2. Upper portion of 8.2 – 9.0 Ma seismic sequence on well MC 899-4, 100-ft depth
increments labeled, 15,500 – 16,800 feet
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C.3. Lower portion of 7.45 – 8.2 Ma seismic sequence for well MC 899-4, 100 foot depth
increments labeled, 14,500 – 15,800 feet
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C.4. Upper portion of 7.45 – 8.2 Ma seismic sequence for well MC 899-4, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 14,100 – 15,400 feet.
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C.5. Lower portion of 7.45 – 4.1 Ma for well MC 898-1ST1, 100-foot depth interval labeled,
13,100 – 14,500 feet.
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C.6. Middle portion of 7.45 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequences, 100 foot depth interval labeled, 11,700
– 13,000 feet.
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C.7. Middle part of 7.45 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequences for well MC 899-4, 100 foot depth interval
labeled, 12,500 – 13,800 feet.
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C.8. Middle portion of 7.45 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequences, well MC 898-1ST1, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 12,500 – 13,800 feet.
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C.9. Upper portion of 7.45 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequences for well MC 898-1st1, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 11,300 – 12,600 feet.
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C.10. Logged interval of 4.1 – 5.4 Ma seismic sequence for well MC 899-4, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 10,600 – 11,900 feet.
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C.11. Logged interval of 4.1 – 5.4 Ma seismic sequences for well MC 899-7, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 10,500 – 11,800 feet.
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C.12. Logged interval of 3.6 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequence for well MC 899-4, l00 foot depth
interval labeled, 9,200 – 10,400 feet.
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C.13. Logged interval of 3.6 – 4.1 Ma seismic sequence for well MC 898-1st1, 100 foot depth
interval labeled, 9,100 – 10,400 feet.
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